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Abstract We present a method and an associated system, called M ATH C HECK, that
embeds the functionality of a computer algebra system (CAS) within the inner loop of
a conflict-driven clause-learning SAT solver. SAT+CAS systems, à la M ATH C HECK,
can be used as an assistant by mathematicians to either find counterexamples or
finitely verify open universal conjectures on any mathematical topic (e.g., graph and
number theory, algebra, geometry, etc.) supported by the underlying CAS. Such a
SAT+CAS system combines the efficient search routines of modern SAT solvers,
with the expressive power of CAS, thus complementing both. The key insight behind
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the power of the SAT+CAS combination is that the CAS system can help cut down
the search-space of the SAT solver, by providing learned clauses that encode theoryspecific lemmas, as it searches for a counterexample to the input conjecture (just like
the T in DPLL(T)). In addition, the combination enables a more efficient encoding of
problems than a pure Boolean representation.
In this paper, we leverage the capabilities of several different CAS, namely the
SAGE, M APLE, and M AGMA systems. As case studies, we study three long-standing
open mathematical conjectures, two from graph theory regarding properties of hypercubes, and one from combinatorics about Hadamard matrices. The first conjecture
states that any matching of any d-dimensional hypercube can be extended to a Hamiltonian cycle; the second states that given an edge-antipodal coloring of a hypercube there
always exists a monochromatic path between two antipodal vertices; the third states
that Hadamard matrices exist for all orders divisible by 4. Previous results on the graph
theory conjectures have shown the conjectures true up to certain low-dimensional
hypercubes, and attempts to extend them have failed until now. Using our SAT+CAS
system, M ATH C HECK, we extend these two conjectures to higher-dimensional hypercubes. Regarding Hadamard matrices, we demonstrate the advantages of SAT+CAS by
constructing Williamson matrices up to order 42 (equivalently, Hadamard up to order
4 · 42 = 168), improving the bounds up to which Williamson matrices of even order
have been constructed. Prior state-of-the-art construction was only feasibly performed
for odd numbers, where possible.

1 Introduction
Boolean conflict-driven clause-learning (CDCL) SAT and satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) solvers have become some of the leading tools for solving complex
problems expressed as logical constraints [7]. This is particularly true in software
engineering, broadly construed to include testing, verification, analysis, synthesis,
and security. Modern SMT solvers such as Z3 [15], CVC4 [4], STP [25], and VERI T
[9] contain efficient decision procedures for a variety of first-order theories, such as
uninterpreted functions, quantified linear integer arithmetic, bitvectors, and arrays.
However, even with the expressiveness of SMT, many constraints, particularly ones
stemming from mathematical domains such as graph theory, topology, algebra, or
number theory are non-trivial to solve using today’s state-of-the-art SAT and SMT
solvers.
Computer algebra systems (e.g., M APLE [11], M ATHEMATICA [69], M AGMA [8]
and SAGE [59]), on the other hand, are powerful tools that have been used for decades
by mathematicians to perform symbolic computation over problems in graph theory,
topology, algebra, number theory, etc. However, when applied to prove or disprove
a certain statement, computer algebra systems (CAS) lack the search capabilities of
SAT/SMT solvers, which are a central aspect of the latter tools.
In this paper, we present a method and a prototype tool, called M ATH C HECK, that
combines the search capability of SAT solvers with powerful domain knowledge of
CAS systems (i.e., a toolbox of algorithms to solve a broad range of mathematical
problems). The tool M ATH C HECK can solve problems that are too difficult or inef-
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ficient to encode as SAT problems. M ATH C HECK can be used by mathematicians
to finitely check or find counterexamples to open conjectures. It can also be used by
engineers who want to readily leverage the joint capabilities of both CAS systems and
SAT solvers to model and solve problems that are otherwise too difficult with either
class of tools alone.
The key concept behind M ATH C HECK is that it embeds the functionality of
a computer algebra system (CAS) within the inner loop of a CDCL SAT solver.
Computer algebra systems contain state-of-the-art algorithms from a broad range
of mathematical areas, many of which can be used as subroutines to easily encode
predicates relevant both in mathematics and engineering. The users of M ATH C HECK
write predicates in the language of the CAS, which then interacts with the SAT solver
through a controlled SAT+CAS interface. The user’s goal is to finitely check or
find counterexamples to a Boolean combination of predicates (somewhat akin to a
quantifier-free SMT formula). The SAT solver searches for counterexamples in the
domain over which the predicates are defined, and invokes the CAS to learn clauses
that help cut down the search space (akin to the “T” in DPLL(T)).
In this work, we focus on constraints from the domain of combinatorics, although
our approach is equally applicable to other areas of mathematics. Constraints in graph
theory such as connectivity, Hamiltonicity, acyclicity, etc. are non-trivial to encode
with standard solvers, and can lend themselves to many possible encodings of widely
ranging performance [64]. The same holds for encoding specifically structured matrices with entries coming from a finite domain. We believe that the method described in
this paper is a step in the right direction towards making SAT/SMT solvers useful to a
broader class of mathematicians and engineers than before.
Most CAS’s additionally support methods for computing symmetries of a group
and automorphisms of graph objects, sometimes via interfacing fast graph automorphism tools such as SAUCY [14] or BLISS [37]. Symmetry breaking has been applied
to SAT instances through tools such as S HATTER [1], which converts the conjunctive
normal form (CNF) of the input to a graph automorphism problem that is then solved
with an off-the-shelf tool such as SAUCY. We use these methods to define symmetry
breaking routines for our graph theoretic case studies, which significantly reduce
solving times.
While we believe that our method is probably the first such combination of
SAT+CAS systems, there has been previous work in attempting to extend SAT solvers
with graph reasoning [18, 27, 58]. These works can loosely be divided into two categories: constraint-specific extensions, and general graph encodings. As an example of
the first case, efficient SAT-based solvers have been designed to ensure that synthesized
graphs contain no cycles [27]. In [58], Hamiltonicity checks are reduced to native
Boolean cardinality constraints and lazy connectivity constraints. While more efficient
than standard encodings of acyclicity and Hamiltonicity constraints, these approaches
lack generality. On the other hand, approaches such as in CP(Graph) [18], a constraint
satisfaction problem (CSP) solver extension, encode a core set of graph operations
with which complicated predicates (such as Hamiltonicity) can be expressed. Global
constraints [18] can be tailored to handle predicate-specific optimizations. Although it
can be non-trivial to efficiently encode global constraints, previous work has defined
efficient procedures which enforce graph constraints, such as connectivity, incremen-
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tally during search [35]. Our approach is more general than the above approaches,
because CAS systems are not restricted to graph theory. One might also consider
a general SMT theory-plugin for graph theory. However given the diverse array of
predicates and functions within the domain, a monolithic theory-plugin (other than a
CAS system) seems impractical at this time.
Prior to our work, the construction of Hadamard matrices [31] was mostly done
via utilizing the power of CAS [40,41,42,49,50]. One could also use SAT solvers to
directly search for Hadamard matrices, but unfortunately SAT solvers perform poorly
over straightforward encodings of the Hadamard problem. For example, experiments
we conducted show that it is very costly to compute Hadamard matrices of order larger
than 20. However, our experiments also showed that SAT solvers scale much better
than CAS when it comes to combinatorial search, while CAS can solve complex set of
constraints that may be difficult or even impossible to encode as a SAT instance. Based
on these observations and using the knowledge obtained from our work on the original
M ATH C HECK system [71], we wrote a follow-up tool (called M ATH C HECK 2 [10])
specifically designed to construct Hadamard matrices using the Williamson construction method [68] for circulant matrices. Using this system we provided an independent
verification of a result by Ðoković that there are no Williamson matrices for order
35 [49]. Furthermore, we discovered 885 matrices that were formerly not included in
the comprehensive database of Hadamard matrices in the M AGMA computer algebra
system (ranging with orders up to 4 · 42). We also constructed Williamson matrices for
all even orders up to 42; it should be noted that classical purely CAS driven methods
focused solely on odd orders since additional symmetry results are available in those
cases.
Main Contributions:1
Analysis of a SAT+CAS Combination Method and the M ATH C HECK tool. In
Section 3, we present a method and tool that combines a CAS with SAT, denoted as
SAT+CAS, facilitating the creation of user-defined CAS predicates. Such tools can
be used by mathematicians to finitely search or find counterexamples to universal
sentences in the language of the underlying CAS. M ATH C HECK allows users to easily
specify and solve complex combinatorial questions using the simple interface provided.
The system can easily be extended to other domains, although we currently focus on
problems coming from graph- and matrix-theory.
Results on Two Open Graph-Theoretic Conjectures over Hypercubes. In Section 4, we use our system to extend results on two long-standing open conjectures
related to hypercubes. Conjecture 1 states that any matching of any d-dimensional
hypercube can extend to a Hamiltonian cycle. Conjecture 2 states that given an edgeantipodal coloring of a hypercube, there always exists a monochromatic path between
two antipodal vertices. Previous results have shown Conjecture 1 (resp. Conjecture 2)
true up to d = 4 [22] (resp. d = 5 [21]); we extend these two conjectures to d = 5
(resp. d = 6). We discuss symmetry breaking optimizations, in which we learn many
symmetric clauses during solving, which result in an order of magnitude performance
improvement for M ATH C HECK on the two case studies.
1

All code and data is available at https://sites.google.com/site/uwmathcheck/.
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Results Regarding Construction of Hadamard Matrices. In Section 5, we use
M ATH C HECK to construct new Hadamard matrices via the Williamson construction.
In [10], we constructed Williamson matrices for all even orders up to 34, while we are
now able to construct Williamson matrices for all even orders up to 42. We furthermore
report on 309 newly identified Williamson matrices of order 40, which can be used
to construct Hadamard matrices of order 160. For comparison, there is only one
Hadamard matrix of order 160 currently listed in the comprehensive database of the
computer algebra system M AGMA. Our constructed matrices will be made available
in a future version of M AGMA (as well as on our website given above).
Performance Analysis of M ATH C HECK. In Section 6, we provide detailed performance analysis of M ATH C HECK in terms of how much search space reduction is
achieved relative to finite brute-force search, as well as how much time is consumed
by each component of the system. Improvements from symmetry breaking techniques
are also discussed. We additionally compare M ATH C HECK to A LLOY *, a higher-order
relational logic solver built on top of a SAT solver on our two graph-theoretic case
studies. We chose to compare against A LLOY * as it was 1) SAT-based; and 2) expressive enough to support our two graph theoretic case studies. Results over the two case
studies favor M ATH C HECK.
Verification of Results. We provide details on the techniques used to check the
results of our case studies in Section 7. In addition to checking that the input formula
to the SAT solver and its output are correct, we must also ensure that the learned
clauses generated by the CAS follow from the input specification. We discuss the
analyses we performed and certificates generated by our tool in order to check its
correctness after solving.

2 Background
2.1 Graph Theory
We assume standard definitions for propositional logic, basic mathematical logic
concepts such as satisfiability, and solvers (for a detailed overview, see [7]). We denote
a graph G = hV, Ei as a set of vertices V and edges E, where an edge ei j connects the
pair of vertices vi and v j . We only consider undirected graphs in this work. The order
of a graph is the number of vertices it contains. For a given vertex v, we denote its
neighbors – vertices that share an edge with v – as N(v).
The hypercube of dimension d, denoted Qd , consists of 2d vertices and 2d−1 · d
edges, and can be constructed in the following way (see Figure 3a): label each vertex
with a unique binary string of length d, and connect two vertices with an edge if and
only if the Hamming distance of their labels is 1. A matching of a graph is a subset
of its edges that mutually share no vertices. A vertex is matched (by a matching) if
it is incident to an edge in the matching, else it is unmatched. A maximal matching
M is a matching such that adding any additional edge to M violates the matching
property. A perfect matching (resp. imperfect matching) M is a matching such that
all (resp. not all) vertices in the graph are incident with an edge in M. A forbidden
matching is a matching such that some unmatched vertex v exists and every v0 ∈ N(v)
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is matched. Intuitively, no superset of the matching can match v. Vertices in Qd are
antipodal if their binary strings differ in all positions (i.e., opposite “corners” of the
cube). Edges ei j and ekl are antipodal if {vi , vk } and {v j , vl } are pairs of antipodal
vertices. A 2-edge-coloring of a graph is a labeling of the edges with either red or blue.
A 2-edge-coloring is edge-antipodal if the color of every edge differs from the color
of the edge antipodal to it.
A symmetry/automorphism of a graph is a permutation of its vertices that preserves edges and non-edges. The set of all automorphisms of a graph is called its
automorphism group.
2.2 Hadamard Matrices
We define the combinatorial objects known as Hadamard matrices and present some
of their properties.
Definition 1 A matrix H ∈ {±1}n×n , n ∈ N, is called a Hadamard matrix, if for all
i 6= j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the dot product between row i and row j in H is equal to zero. We
call n the order of the Hadamard matrix. In other words, a matrix H is a Hadamard
matrix, if HH t = n · In , where H t denotes the transpose of H and In is the identity
matrix of size n.
First studied by Hadamard [31], he showed that if n is the order of a Hadamard
matrix, then either n = 1, n = 2 or n is a multiple of 4. In other words, he gave a
necessary condition for the existence of a Hadamard matrix of order n. The Hadamard
conjecture is that this condition is also sufficient, so that there exists a Hadamard
matrix of order n for all n ∈ N where n is a multiple of 4.
Hadamard matrices play an important role in many widespread branches of mathematics, for example in coding theory [46, 52,65], statistics [32], and aeronautics2 .
Because of this, there is a high interest in the discovery of different Hadamard matrices
up to equivalence. Two Hadamard matrices H1 and H2 are said to be equivalent if H2
can be generated from H1 by applying a sequence of negations/permutations to the
rows/columns of H1 , i.e., if there exist signed permutation matrices U and V such that
U · H1 ·V = H2 .
There are several known ways to construct sequences of Hadamard matrices [60,
51,68]. We will utilize the Williamson construction in this paper, introduced in the
next subsection.
However, no general method is known which can construct a Hadamard matrix
of order n for arbitrary multiples of 4. The smallest unknown order is currently
n = 4 · 167 = 668 [13]. A database with many known matrices is included in the
computer algebra system M AGMA [8]. Further collections are available online [56,
57].
2.2.1 Williamson matrices
Theorem 1 (cf. [68]) Let n ∈ N and let A, B, C, D ∈ {±1}n×n . Further, suppose that
2

http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/blog/2013/8/hadamard-matrix
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1. A, B, C, and D are symmetric;
2. A, B, C, and D commute pairwise (i.e., AB = BA, AC = CA, etc.);
3. A2 + B2 +C2 + D2 = 4nIn , where In is the identity matrix of order n.
Then


A
 −B

 −C
−D

B
A
D
−C

C
−D
A
B


D
C

−B
A

is a Hadamard matrix of order 4n.
For practical purposes, one considers A, B, C, and D in the Williamson construction
to be circulant matrices, i.e., those matrices in which every row is the previous row
shifted by one entry to the right (with wrap-around, so that the first entry of each row
is the last entry of the previous row). Such matrices are completely defined by their
first row [x0 , . . . , xn−1 ] and always satisfy the commutativity property. If the matrix
is also symmetric then we must further have x1 = xn−1 , x2 = xn−2 , and in general
xi = xn−i for i = 1, . . . , n − 1. Therefore, if a matrix is both symmetric and circulant
its first row must be of the form
[x0 , x1 , x2 , . . . , x(n−1)/2 , x(n−1)/2 , . . . , x2 , x1 ]
if n is odd
(1)
[x0 , x1 , x2 , . . . , xn/2−1 , xn/2 , xn/2−1 , . . . , x2 , x1 ] if n is even.
Definition 2 A symmetric sequence of length n is one of the form (1), i.e., one which
satisfies xi = xn−i for i = 1, . . . , n − 1.
Williamson matrices are circulant matrices A, B, C, and D which satisfy the
conditions of Theorem 1. Since they must be circulant, they are completely defined
by their first row. (In light of this, we may simply refer to them as if they were
sequences.) Furthermore, since they are symmetric
 the
 Hadamard matrix generated by
these matrices is completely specified by the 4 n+1
variables
2
a0 , a1 , . . . , ad(n−1)/2e , b0 , . . . , bd(n−1)/2e , c0 , . . . , cd(n−1)/2e , d0 , . . . , dd(n−1)/2e .

3 SAT+CAS Combination Architecture
This section describes the combination architecture of a CAS system with a SAT
solver, the method underpinning the M ATH C HECK tool. Figure 1 provides a schematic
of M ATH C HECK. The key idea behind such combinations is that the CAS system is
integrated in the inner loop of a conflict-driven clause-learning SAT solver, akin to
how a theory solver T is integrated into a DPLL(T) system [47]. M ATH C HECK allows
the user to define predicates in the language of CAS that express some mathematical
conjecture. The input mathematical conjecture can be expressed as a set of assertions
and queries, such that a satisfying assignment to the conjunction of the assertions
and negated queries constitute a counterexample to the conjecture. We refer to this
conjunction simply as the input formula in the remainder of the paper. First, the
formula is translated into Boolean constraints that describes the set of structures (e.g.,
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SAT Solver

φ

Preprocessor

φB ∈ LBoolean
G2B : vars(φ ) ↔ vars(φB )
T2B : preds(φ ) ↔ vars(φB )

Learned
Clauses

Model(φB )

SAT+CAS Interface
Predicates

Constraints

SAT Counterexample(φ )
UNSAT
Proof

CAS

Fig. 1: High-level overview of the M ATH C HECK architecture, which is similar to
DPLL(T)-style SMT solvers. M ATH C HECK takes as input a formula φ over fragments
of mathematics supported by the underlying CAS system, and produces either a
counterexample or a proof that no counterexample exists.
CAS
φB , G2B, T2B

SAT

Generator

φB , G2B, T2B
Domain-specific constraints
assums : vars(φB ) → {T, F}
SAT solver result
(Solution / UNSAT core)

SAT+CAS

UNSAT

Fig. 2: High-level overview of an updated M ATH C HECK architecture which was found
useful for generating Hadamard matrices. Following the preprocessing step a generator
script splits the search space into many instances, each instance defined by a set of
assumptions for the variables in φB and domain-specific constraints (which can be
generated and interpreted by the CAS). Some instances are pruned away based on a
previous UNSAT core result or by filtering theorems which require the usage of a CAS
to apply. The SAT+CAS box contains a DPLL(CAS) style combination as in Figure 1.
graphs or numbers) referred to in the conjecture. Second, the SAT solver enumerates
these structures in an attempt to counterexample the input conjecture.
During our work on Hadamard matrices, we added an additional feature to M ATH C HECK which appeared to be useful: We made use of the domain specific knowledge
provided by CAS systems to partition the search space. This is done by introducing a
generator. This generator (with the help of CAS systems) generates SAT instances
which contain additional assumptions causing a solution (if existent) to lie in a specific
partition. The partition in the case of the Williamson construction refers to sequences
that have a certain compression, which we will introduce in subsection 5.3. Figure 2
illustrates this latest design change of M ATH C HECK.
The solver, solving each generated SAT instances, routinely queries the CAS
system during its search to learn clauses (akin to callback plugins in programmatic
SAT solvers [26] or theory plugins in DPLL(T) [47]). Clauses thus learned can
dramatically cut down the search space of the SAT solver.
Combining the solver with CAS extends each of the individual tools in the following ways. First, off-the-shelf SAT (or SMT) solvers contain efficient search techniques
and decision procedures, but lack the expressiveness to easily encode many complex
mathematical predicates. Even if a problem can be easily reduced to SAT/SMT, the
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choice of encoding can be very important in terms of performance, which is typically
non-trivial to determine, especially for non-experts on solvers. For example, Velev
et al. [64] investigated 416 ways to encode Hamiltonian cycles to SAT as permutation problems to determine which encodings were the most effective. Further, such a
system can take advantage of many built-in common structures in a CAS (e.g., graph
families such as hypercubes), which can greatly simplify specifying structures and
complex predicates. On the other side, CAS’s contain many efficient functions for
a broad range of mathematical properties, but often lack the robust search routines
available in SAT.
3.1 M ATH C HECK for Graph Theoretic Problems
The input to M ATH C HECK is a tuple hS, φ i, where S is a propositional formula
extended to allow predicates over graph variables. A graph variable G = hGV , GE i
indicates the vertices and edges that can potentially occur in its instantiation, denoted
GI . A graph variable G consists of a set of |V | Boolean variables (one for each vertex),
and |E| Boolean variables for edges. Setting an edge ei j (resp. vertex vi ) to True means
that ei j (resp. vi ) is a part of the graph instantiation GI . Through a slight abuse of
notation, we often define a graph variable G = Qd , indicating that the sets of Booleans
in GV and GE correspond to the vertices and edges in the hypercube Qd , respectively.
Predicates can be defined by the user, and are classified as either SAT predicates or
CAS predicates. SAT predicates are blasted to propositional logic, using the mapping
from graph components (i.e., vertices and edges) to Boolean variables.3 As an example,
for any graph variable G used in an input formula, we add an EdgeImpliesVertices(G)
constraint, indicating that an edge cannot exist without its corresponding vertices:
EdgeImpliesVertices(G):

^

{ei j ⇒ (vi ∧ v j ) | ei j ∈ GE }.

(2)

CAS predicates, defined as pieces of code in the language of the CAS, check
properties of instantiated graphs and add learned clauses to the SAT solver when not
satisfied. In our case, we use the SAGE CAS [59], which we essentially use as a
collection of Python modules for mathematics.
Here we provide a very high-level overview, with more details in Section 3.4 below.
Please refer to Figure 1, which depicts the SAT+CAS combination. Given a formula
φ over graph variables and predicates, we conjoin the assertions with the negated
queries, and preprocess it as described below. When the SAT solver finds a partial
model, additional checks are performed by the CAS using the defined CAS predicates.
The potential solution is either deemed a valid counterexample to the conjecture and
returned to the user, or the SAT search is refined with learned clauses. Output is either
SAT and a counterexample to the conjecture, or UNSAT along with a proof certificate.
Although similar to the DPLL(T) approach of SMT solvers in many aspects, we note
several important differences in terms extensibility, power, and flexibility: 1) rather
than a monolithic theory plugin for graphs, we opt for a more extensible approach by
incorporating the CAS, allowing new predicates (say, over numbers, geometry, algebra,
3 For notational convenience, we often use existential quantifiers when defining constraints; these are
unrolled in the implementation. We only deal with finite graphs.
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etc.) to be easily defined via the CAS functionality; 2) the CAS predicates are defined
as pieces of code interpreted by the CAS. This gives considerable additional power
to the SAT+CAS combination; 3) the user may flexibly decide that certain predicates
may be encoded directly to Boolean logic via bit-blasting, and thus take advantage of
the efficiency of CDCL solvers in certain cases.
3.2 M ATH C HECK for Hadamard Matrices
An attractive property of Hadamard matrices when encoding them in a SAT context
is that each of their entries is one of two possible values, namely ±1. We choose
the encoding that 1 is represented by true and −1 is represented by false. We call
this the Boolean value or BV encoding. Under this encoding, the multiplication
function of two x, y ∈ {±1} becomes the XNOR function in the SAT setting, i.e.,
BV(x · y) = XNOR(BV(x), BV(y)).
For each multiplication of two entries in a given matrix, one can store one additional variable representing the result of the multiplication. The sum of variables
(when thought of as ±1 values) can be encoded using a network of binary adders. Both
of these encodings add polynomially many extra variables to a given SAT instance.
3.3 Williamson encoding


As mentioned before, we have 4 n+1
variables to solve for in the Williamson con2
struction with circulant matrices. We enforce the conditions
rowsum(Ai ∗ A j + Bi ∗ B j +Ci ∗C j + Di ∗ D j ) = 0

for i 6= j,

where ∗ denotes componentwise multiplication of sequences of the same length. This
is done by defining new variables to represent the entries of the componentwise
products.
3.4 Architecture of M ATH C HECK
The architecture of M ATH C HECK specifically used for the graph problems is given
in Figure 1. Figure 2 depicts the addition of the aforementioned generator, which
partitions the search space with the help of domain specific knowledge provided by a
CAS system.
For the graph problems, the Preprocessor prepares φ for the inner CAS-DPLL
loop using standard techniques. First, we create necessary Boolean variables that
correspond to graph components (vertices and edges) as described above. We replace
each SAT predicate via bit-blasting with its propositional representation in situ (with
respect to φ ’s overall propositional structure), such that any assignment found by the
SAT solver can be encoded into graphs adhering to the SAT predicates. Finally, Tseitinencoding and a Boolean abstraction of φ is performed such that CAS predicates are
abstracted away by new Boolean variables; since these techniques are well-known, we
do not discuss them further. This phase produces three main outputs: the CNF Boolean
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abstraction φB of the SAT predicates, a mapping from graph components to Booleans
G2B, and a mapping T2B from CAS predicate definitions to Boolean variables. The
CAS predicates themselves are fed into the CAS.
For the search for Williamson matrices, we experimentally discovered that the best
approach is to separate the search space in advance, which lead to the introduction of
the generator. The generator is provided by a problem-specific script, which queries
the CAS system while partitioning the search space. Optimally, the partitioning is
chosen in a way such that the CAS can determine in advance, if the existence of
a solution can be ruled out in some of the partitions by applying domain specific
knowledge. Only SAT instances that are not ruled out by the method are forwarded to
the SAT solver, which itself has again a CAS interface. The instances are specified by
a set of assumptions (i.e., values for the variables in φB ) and a set of domain-specific
constraints (which can be interpreted by the CAS). For example, our Williamson
instances contained linear equations in terms of the variables in the original formula φ .
The SAT+CAS interface acts similar to the DPLL(T) interface between the DPLL
loop and theory-plugins, ensuring that partial assignments from the SAT solver satisfy
theory-specific CAS predicates. After an assignment is found, literals corresponding to
abstracted CAS predicates are checked. The SAT+CAS interface provides an API that
allows CAS predicates to interact with the SAT solver, which modifies the API from
the programmatic SAT solver LYNX [26]. In particular, the interface allows learned
clauses to be added to the SAT solver based on the CAS computations. We discuss
concrete examples in Section 4.

3.5 Implementation
We have prototyped our system adopting the lazy-SMT solver approach (as in [55]),
specifically combining the G LUCOSE SAT solver [3] with the SAGE CAS [59]. Minor
modifications to G LUCOSE were made to call out to SAGE whenever an assignment
was found (of the Boolean abstraction). The SAT+CAS interface extends the existing
SAT interface in SAGE. When the solver determines that the formula is UNSAT, we
return two types of certificates. The first is a clausal proof of the final unsatisfiable call
to the SAT solver in the DRUP- TRIM format [33], which can be checked using the
DRUP- TRIM tool. Note however that, unlike a pure SAT solving run, many clauses
were added due to checks of CAS predicates. In order to check the correctness of the
added clauses, we return a second proof certificate, which consists of the mapping from
graph components to Boolean variables, the mapping of abstracted CAS predicates to
Boolean variables, and the set of clauses learned from CAS predicate invocations. We
discuss how we utilize these certificates in greater detail in Section 7.
For the Hadamard matrix construction, we used structural results (outlined in
subsection 5) to partition the search space. The partitioning process is assisted by
computer algebra systems, and for each partition a custom SAT instance is generated.
Different from our implementation in [10], we checked for certain properties which
our sequences must fulfill programmatically, instead of hard-coding the properties
into the SAT instances. In this case study we used a version of M APLE SAT [43]
extended with a SAT+CAS programmatic interface. M APLE SAT is a modification of
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Fig. 3: (a) The red edges denote a generated matching, where the blue vertex 000 is
restricted to be unmatched, as discussed in Section 4. A Hamiltonian cycle that includes
the matching is indicated by the arrows. (b) An edge-antipodal 2-edge-coloring of the
cube Q3 . Not a counterexample to Conjecture 2 due to the red (or blue) path from 000
to 111.
M INI S AT [20] which uses a learning rate branching heuristic. From the programmatic
interface it is possible to make calls to a CAS such as SAGE or C libraries such as
FFTW [24] but we observed the best performance using custom written C functions
instead of library functions. (The graph theory case studies may also have benefited
from custom written C functions but as the CAS functions used were more complex
in those cases we did not attempt to replace them.)

4 Two Results regarding Open Conjectures over Hypercubes
We use our system to prove two long-standing open conjectures up to a certain
parameter (dimension) related to hypercubes, which have not been previously shown.
Hypercubes have been studied for theoretical interest, due to their nice properties
such as regularity and symmetry, but also for practical uses, such as in networks and
parallel systems [12].
4.1 Matchings Extend to Hamiltonian Cycles
The first conjecture we look at was posed by Ruskey and Savage on matchings of
hypercubes in 1993 [53]; although it has inspired multiple partial results [22, 30] and
extensions [23], the general statement remains open:
Conjecture 1 (Ruskey and Savage, [53]) For every dimension d, any matching of the
hypercube Qd can be extended to a Hamiltonian cycle.
Consider Figure 3a. The red edges correspond to a matching and the arrows depict
a Hamiltonian cycle extending the matching. Intuitively, the conjecture states that
for any d-dimensional hypercube Qd , no matter which matching M we choose, we
can find a Hamiltonian cycle of Qd that goes through M. Our encoding searches for
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matchings, and checks a sufficient subset of the full set of matchings of Qd to ensure
that the conjecture holds for a given dimension (by returning UNSAT and a proof).
As we will show, constraints such as ensuring that a potential model is a matching
are easily encoded with SAT predicates, while constraints such as “extending to a
Hamiltonian cycle” are expressed easily as CAS predicates.
Previous results have shown this conjecture true for d ≤ 4,4 however the combinatorial explosion of matchings on higher dimensional hypercubes makes analysis
increasingly challenging, and a general proof has been evasive. We demonstrate using our approach the first result that Conjecture 1 holds for Q5 – the 5-dimensional
hypercube. We use a conjunction of SAT predicates to generate a sufficient set of
matchings of the hypercube, which are further verified by a CAS predicate to check if
the matching can not be extended to a Hamiltonian cycle (such that a satisfying model
would counterexample the conjecture).
Note that the simple approach of generating all matching of Qd does not scale
(see Table 1 below), and the approach would take too long, even for d = 5. We prove
several lemmas to reduce the number of matchings analyzed. In the following, we use
the graph variable G = Qd , such that its vertex and edge variables correspond to the
vertices and edges in Qd .
It is straightforward to encode matching constraints as a SAT predicate. For every
pair of incident edges e1 , e2 , we ensure that only one can be in the matching (i.e., at
most one of the two Booleans may be True), which can be encoded as:
{(¬e1 ∨ ¬e2 ) | e1 , e2 ∈ GE ∧ incident?(e1 , e2 )}.
(3)

The number of clauses generated by the above translation is 2d · d2 , which can
be understood as: for each of the 2d vertices in Qd , ensure that each of the d incident
edges to that vertex are pairwise not both in the matching.
A previous result from Fink [22] demonstrated that any perfect matching of
the hypercube for d ≥ 2 can be extended to a Hamiltonian cycle. Our search for a
counterexample to Conjecture 1 should therefore only consider imperfect matchings,
and even further, only maximal forbidden matchings as shown below. To encode this,
we ensure that at least one vertex is not matched by any generated matching. Since all
vertices are symmetric in a hypercube, we can, without loss of generality, choose a
single vertex v0 that we ensure is not matched. We encode that all edges incident to v0
cannot be in the matching:
Matching(G):

^

Forbidden(G):

{¬e | e ∈ GE ∧ incident?(v0 , e)}.

^

(4)

A further key observation to reduce the matchings search space is that, if a matching M extends to a Hamiltonian cycle, then any matching M 0 such that M 0 ⊆ M can
also be extended to a Hamiltonian cycle.
Observation 1. All matchings can be extended to a Hamiltonian cycle if and only if
all maximal forbidden matchings can be extended to a Hamiltonian cycle.
Proof. The forward direction is straightforward. For the reverse, suppose all maximal
forbidden matchings can be extended to a Hamiltonian cycle. For any non-maximal
4 We were unable to find the original source of the results for d ≤ 4, however the result is asserted in
[22]. We also verified these results using our system.
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matching M, we can always greedily add edges to M to make it maximal. Call the
maximal matching M 0 . If M 0 is perfect, Fink’s result on perfect matchings can be
applied. If not, then it is a maximal forbidden matching, and by assumption it can be
extended to a Hamiltonian cycle. In either case, the resulting Hamiltonian cycle must
pass through the original matching M.
We encode this by adding the following constraints to M ATH C HECK:
o
_
^n
v ⇒ {e | e ∈ GE ∧ incident?(v, e)} | v ∈ GV
EdgeOn(G):
Maximal(G):

^

{(vi ∨ v j ) | ei j ∈ GE }.

(5)
(6)

Equation 5 states that if a vertex is on, then one of its incident edges must be in the
matching. Equation 6 ensures that we only generate maximal matchings.
Proposition 1. The conjunction of Constraints 2 – 6 encode exactly the set of maximal
forbidden matchings of the hypercube in which a designated vertex v0 is prevented
from being matched.
Proof. It is clear from above that any model generated will be a forbidden matching
by Constraints 3 and 4 – we prove that Equations 5 and 6 ensure maximality. Suppose
M is a non-maximal matching. Then there exists an edge e such that the matching
does not match either of its endpoints. By Constraints 2 and 5, no edge is incident
with either endpoint. But then edge e could be added without violating the matching
constraints, and Constraint 6 is violated. Thus, any matching generated must be
maximal. It remains to show that all forbidden maximal matchings that exclude v0 can
be generated. Let M be a forbidden maximal matching such that v0 is unmatched. We
construct a satisfying variable assignment over Constraints 2 – 6 which encodes M as
follows:
{e | e ∈ M} ∪ {¬e | e ∈ GE \M} ∪
(7)
{v | ∃e∈M incident?(v, e)} ∪ {¬v | @e∈M incident?(v, e)}.
Constraint 3 holds since M is a matching, and therefore no two incident edges can both
be in M. Constraint 4 holds since it is assumed that v0 is not matched, and therefore
no edge incident to v0 can be in M. Constraints 2 and 5 hold simply because they
encode the definition of a matched vertex, and the second line of Equation 7 ensures
that only matched vertices are in the satisfying assignment. Constraint 6 holds since
M is maximal.
To check if each matching extends to a Hamiltonian cycle, we create the CAS
predicate E XTENDS T O H AMILTONIAN (see Figure 4), which reduces the formula to
an instance of the traveling salesman problem (TSP). Let M be a matching of Qd .
We create a TSP instance hQd ,W i, where Qd is our hypercube, and W are the edge
weights, such that edges in the matching (red edges in Figure 3a) have weight 1, and
otherwise weight 2 (black edges).
Proposition 2. Let |V | be the number of vertices in Qd . A Hamiltonian cycle exists
through M in Qd if and only if TSP(hQd ,W i) = 2|V | − |M|.
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1: E XTENDS T O H AMILTONIAN()
2:
g ← s.getGraph(G)
3:
q ← CubeGraph(5)
4:
for e in q.edges() do
5:
if e in g
6:
q.setEdgeLabel(e, 1)
7:
else
8:
q.setEdgeLabel(e, 2)
9:
hcycle, weighti ← TSP(q)
10:
return weight == 2 · q.order() − |g|
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1: A NTIPODAL M ONOCHROMATIC()
2:
g ← s.getGraph(G)
3:
q ← CubeGraph(6)
4:
pairs ← getAntipodalPairs(q)
5:
for hv1 , v2 i in pairs do
6:
if shortestPath(g, v1 , v2 ) 6= 0/
7:
return True
. a path exists
8:
return False

Fig. 4: CAS-defined predicates from each graph theoretic case study. In E XTEND S T O H AMILTONIAN , g corresponds to the matching found by the SAT solver. In
A NTIPODAL M ONOCHROMATIC, g refers to the graph induced by a single color in the
2-edge-coloring.
Proof. Since Qd has |V | vertices, any Hamiltonian cycle must contain |V | edges. (⇐)
From our encoding, it is clear that 2|V | − |M| is the minimum weight that could
possibly be outputted by TSP, and this can only be achieved by including all edges in
the matching and |V | − |M| edges not in the matching. (⇒) The Hamiltonian cycle
through M has |M| edges contributing a weight of 1, and |V | − |M| edges contributing
a weight of 2. The total weight is therefore |M| + 2(|V | − |M|) = 2|V | − |M|. From
above, this is also the minimum weight cycle that TSP could produce.
Finally, after each check of E XTENDS T O H AMILTONIAN that evaluates to True,
we add a learned clause, based on computations performed in the predicate, to prune
the search space. Since a TSP instance is solved we obtain a Hamiltonian cycle C
of the cube. Clearly, any future matchings that are subsets of C can be extended to a
Hamiltonian cycle; our learned constraint prevents these subsets (below h refers to the
Boolean variable abstracting the CAS predicate):
{e | e ∈ QdE \C} ∪ {h}, where C is the learned Hamiltonian cycle.

_

(8)

Our full formula for Conjecture 1 is therefore:
assert EdgeImpliesVertices(G) ∧ Matching(G) ∧
Forbidden(G) ∧ EdgeOn(G) ∧ Maximal(G)

(9)

query ExtendsToHamiltonian(G)

4.2 Connected Antipodal Vertices in Edge-antipodal Colorings
The second conjecture deals with edge-antipodal colorings of the hypercube:
Conjecture 2 ([17]) For every dimension d, in every edge-antipodal 2-edge-coloring
of Qd , there exists a monochromatic path between two antipodal vertices.
Consider the 2-edge-coloring of the cube in Figure 3b. Although the coloring is
edge-antipodal, it is not a counterexample, since there is a monochromatic (red) path
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from 000 to 111, namely h000, 100, 110, 111i. In this case, constraints such as edgeantipodal-ness are expressed with SAT predicates. We ensure that no monochromatic
path exists between two antipodal vertices with a CAS predicate. Previous work has
shown that the conjecture holds up to dimension 5 [21] – we show that the conjecture
holds up to dimension 6.
We begin with a graph variable G = Q6 , and constrain it such that its instantiation
corresponds to a 2-edge-coloring of the hypercube. More specifically, since there are
only two colors, we associate edges in G’s instantiation GI (i.e., edges evaluated to
True) with the color red, and the edges in Qd \GI with blue. An important known result
is that for a given coloring, the graph induced by edges of one color is isomorphic to
the other. It is therefore sufficient to check only one of the color-induced graphs for a
monochromatic antipodal path.
We first ensure that any coloring generated is edge-antipodal.
EdgeAntipodal(G):

^

{(¬e1 ∧ e2 ) ∨ (e1 ∧ ¬e2 )

| e1 , e2 ∈ GE ∧ isAntipodal?(e1 , e2 )}.

(10)

Note that for every edge there is exactly one unique antipodal edge to it. Since
there are 2d−1 · d edges in Qd , and therefore 2d−2 · d pairs of antipodal edges, there are
d−2
22 ·d possible 2-edge-colorings that are antipodal. We can reduce the search space
by using a recent result from Feder and Suber [21]:

Theorem 1 ([21]). Call a labeling of Qd simple if there is no square hx, y, z,ti such
that exy and ezt are one color, and eyz and etx are the other. Every simple coloring has a
pair of antipodal vertices joined by a monochromatic path.

We therefore prevent simple colorings by ensuring that such a square exists:
NonSimple(G):

_

{(¬exy ∧ eyz ∧ ¬ezt ∧ etx ) ∨ (exy ∧ ¬eyz ∧ ezt ∧ ¬etx )

| exy , eyz , ezt , etx ∈ GE ∧ isSquare?(exy , eyz , ezt , etx )}.

(11)

It remains to check whether an antipodal monochromatic path exists, which is
checked by the CAS predicate A NTIPODAL M ONOCHROMATIC in Figure 4. Given
a graph G, which contains only the red colored edges, we first compute the pairs
of antipodal vertices in Qd . Using the built-in shortest path algorithm of the CAS,
we check whether or not any of the pairs are connected, indicating that an antipodal
monochromatic path exists. In the case when predicate returns True, we learn the
constraint that all future colorings should not include the found antipodal path P (m
abstracts the CAS predicate):
{¬e | e ∈ P} ∪ {m}, where P is the learned path.

_

(12)

The full formula for Conjecture 2 is then:
assert EdgeImpliesVertices(G) ∧ EdgeAntipodal(G) ∧ NonSimple(G)
query AntipodalMonochromatic(G)

(13)
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Fig. 5: The six unique Hamiltonian cycles of Q3 . The cycle in part (a) is the initially
learned cycle, and all are others are derived from (a) using the respective permutations
written in cyclic notation.
4.3 Symmetry Breaking
In each case study, a learned clause is added to the solver whenever the respective CAS
predicate is not satisfied by the current model. While the learned clauses described
above prune many non-satisfying models from being returned by the solver (e.g., any
matching that is a subset of the Hamiltonian cycle in the first case study), many similar
learned clauses can be obtained through symmetry breaking techniques, due to the
highly symmetric nature of hypercubes. Our approach to symmetry breaking is loosely
inspired by the work of Benhamou et. al [6], which proposes an enhanced version
of clause learning where all symmetric clauses are learned during conflict analysis,
rather than a single conflict clause.
Consider Figure 5. From the first case study, if we discover the Hamiltonian cycle
in Figure 5a, then we learn a clause preventing any model that corresponds to a subset
of the cycle. Informally, if we fix the vertices of the cube but rotate the Hamiltonian
cycle to different orientations, we can learn clauses for each found cycle. Similarly, in
the Antipodal case study we can learn many antipodal monochromatic paths through
such rotations.
In order to compute such clauses, prior to solving, we simply compute the automorphism group of the hypercube using the CAS. In our case, the SAGE CAS
interfaces the BLISS graph automorphism tool [37]. Then, whenever a Hamiltonian
cycle C is learned, for every symmetry π in the automorphism group, we compute
Cπ = {(uπ , vπ ) | (u, v) ∈ CE }. It can easily be seen that Cπ is also a Hamiltonian cycle
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of the hypercube due to the properties of symmetries, and we only briefly outline the
intuition for this. Suppose C = hc1 , c2 , . . . , cn , c1 i. For any edge in the cycle (ci , ci+1 ),
we know that (cπi , cπi+1 ) is an edge in the cube since symmetries preserve the set of
edges and non-edges. Finally, since π is a permutation of the vertices, cπ1 , . . . , cπn are
unique, so Cπ is a Hamiltonian cycle.
The Antipodal case study is handled analogously. We note that performing this
operation over the entire automorphism group can generate many redundant clauses;
we ensure that duplicates are not added. This can be optimized by considering only
the proper symmetry group, which omits any symmetries from reflection.

5 Search for Williamson Generated Hadamard Matrices using SAT+CAS
We impose additional constraints on the search space of Williamson matrices to cut
down on extraneous solutions and hence speed up the search.
1. Ordering. Without loss of generality, we can assume
|rowsum(A)| ≤ |rowsum(B)| ≤ |rowsum(C)| ≤ |rowsum(D)|,
where rowsum(X) denotes the sum of the entries of the first (or any) row of X. Any
choices A, B, C, and D can be permuted so that this condition holds.
2. Negation. The entries in the sequences defining any of A, B, C, or D can be negated
and the sequences will still generate a Hadamard matrix. Given this, we do not need
to try both possibilities for the sign of the rowsum of A, B, C, and D. For example,
we can choose to enforce that the rowsum of each of the generating matrices is
nonnegative. Alternatively, when n is odd we can choose the signs so they satisfy
rowsum(X) ≡ n (mod 4) for X ∈ {A, B,C, D}. In this case, a result of Williamson [68]
says that ai bi ci di = −1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ (n − 1)/2. This additional symmetry structure
tremendously cuts down the search space, and is the reason why mainly Williamson
matrices for odd n are studied.
3. Permuting entries. We can reorder the entries of the generating sequences with
the rule ai 7→ aki mod n where k is any number coprime with n, and similarly for bi ,
ci , di (the same reordering must be applied to each sequence for the result to still be
equivalent).

5.1 Power spectral density
One set of properties specific for Williamson matrices is derived using the discrete Fourier transform from Fourier analysis, i.e., the periodic function DFTA (s) :=
n−1
ak ω ks for a sequence A = [a0 , a1 , . . . , an−1 ], where s ∈ Z and ω := e2πi/n is a
∑k=0
primitive nth root of unity.
The power spectral density of the sequence A is given by
PSDA (s) := |DFTA (s)|2

for s ∈ Z.

The importance of the power spectral density in the search for Hadamard matrices
will become apparent in Theorem 2.
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5.2 Periodic autocorrelation
As we will see, the defining properties of Williamson matrices (in particular, condition 3 of Theorem 1) can be re-cast using a function known as the periodic autocorrelation function (PAF). Re-casting the equations in this way is advantageous because
many combinatorial conjectures can be stated in terms of the PAF, allowing code used
for one conjecture to be applied to other conjectures.
Definition 3 The periodic autocorrelation function of the sequence A is the periodic function given by
PAFA (s) :=

n−1

∑ ak a(k+s) mod n

for s ∈ Z.

k=0

Similar to the discrete Fourier transform, one has PAFA (s) = PAFA (s mod n) and
PAFA (s) =PAFA (n − s) (see [39]), so that the PAFA only needs to be computed for
s = 0, . . . , n−1
2 ; the other values can be computed through symmetry and periodicity.
Now we will see how to rewrite condition 3 of Theorem 1 using PAF values. Note
that the sth entry in the first row of A2 + B2 +C2 + D2 is
PAFA (s) + PAFB (s) + PAFC (s) + PAFD (s).
Condition 3 requires that this entry should be 4n when s = 0 and it should be 0 when
s = 1, . . . , n − 1. The condition when s is 0 does not need to be explicitly checked
2
because in that case the sum will always be 4n, as PAFA (0) = ∑n−1
k=0 (±1) = n and
similarly for B, C, and D.
Additionally, the first row of A2 + B2 +C2 + D2 will be symmetric as each matrix
in the sum has a symmetric first row. Thus ensuring that


PAFA (s) + PAFB (s) + PAFC (s) + PAFD (s) = 0 for s = 1, . . . , n−1
(14)
2
guarantees that every entry in the first row of A2 + B2 +C2 + D2 is 0 besides the first.
Since A2 + B2 +C2 + D2 will also be circulant, ensuring that (14) holds will ensure
condition 3 of Theorem 1.
5.3 Compression
Because the size of the space in which a combinatorial object lies is generally exponential in the size of the object, it is advantageous to instead search for smaller objects
when possible. Recent theorems on so-called “compressed” sequences allow us to do
that when searching for Williamson matrices.
Definition 4 (cf. [50]) Let A = [a0 , a1 , . . . , an−1 ] be a sequence of length n = dm and
set
(d)

a j = a j + a j+d + · · · + a j+(m−1)d ,
(d)

(d)

j = 0, . . . , d − 1.
(d)

Then we say that the sequence A(d) = [a0 , a1 , . . . , ad−1 ] is the m-compression of A.
The PAF and PSD can be still applied to compressed sequences. We utilize the
following theorem which is a special case of a result from [50].
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Theorem 2 Let A, B, C, and D be sequences of length n = dm which satisfy
(
4n, s = 0
PAFA (s) + PAFB (s) + PAFC (s) + PAFD (s) =
0, 1 ≤ s < len(A).

(15)

Then for all s ∈ Z we have
PSDA (s) + PSDB (s) + PSDC (s) + PSDD (s) = 4n.

(16)

Furthermore, both (15) and (16) hold if the sequences A, B, C, D are replaced with
their compressions A(d) , B(d) , C(d) , D(d) .
Proofs to the below stated lemmas can be found in [10].
(d)

Lemma 1 If A is a sequence of length n = dm with ±1 entries, then the entries ai ,
(d)
i ∈ {0, . . . , d − 1}, have absolute value at most m and ai ≡ m (mod 2).
Lemma 2 The compression of a symmetric sequence is also symmetric.
5.4 Encoding and Search Space Pruning Techniques
Additional techniques which we used to break down the problem and assist our SAT
solver are given as follows.
1. Sum-of-squares decomposition: Theorem 2 states that for d = 1 and m = n, we
have the identity
PAFA(1) (0) + PAFB(1) (0) + PAFC(1) (0) + PAFD(1) (0) = 4n,
simplifying to rowsum(A)2 + rowsum(B)2 + rowsum(C)2 + rowsum(D)2 = 4n. In
other words, we know that the row-sums of A, B, C and D form a sum-of-squares
decomposition of 4n.
2. Divide-and-Conquer via compression: We can divide the search space with
respect to different possible compressions. Since many properties are stable under
compression, we can also rule out certain compressions right away using filtering
theorems.
3. UNSAT core: The instances generated by the divide-and-conquer process process
are very similar (e.g., the order 40 instances contained 4185 variables and only
at most 184 variables differed between instances). Because of this similarity, a
short reason why one instance is unsatisfiable may also apply to other similar
instances. Some SAT solvers such as M APLE SAT [43] support the generation of
such a reason in the form of an UNSAT core; if the reason why an instance is
unsatisfiable applies to other instances those instances can immediately be pruned
away.
4. Programmatic SAT: In our previous publication [10], we encoded all knowledge
about the matrices A, B, C, and D directly in each SAT instance we created. In this
updated version of M ATH C HECK, we chose to not directly encode all conditions
in the SAT instances, but instead let the SAT+CAS solver check some conditions
programmatically. Specifically, the possible compressions which were not removed
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Dimensions
2
3
4
5

Matchings
7
108
41,025
13,803,794,944

Forbidden Matchings
3
42
14,721
4,619,529,024
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Maximal Forbidden Matchings
0
2
240
6,911,604

Table 1: The number of matchings of the hypercube were computed using our tool in
conjunction with sharpSAT [62]: a tool for the #SAT problem. Note that the numbers
for forbidden matchings are only lower bounds, since we only ensure that the origin
vertex is unmatched. However, any unfound matchings are isomorphic to found ones.
by the generator were translated into a set of linear constraints which were passed
to the SAT+CAS solver. The CAS would then use these constraints to generate
learned clauses as the search progressed.
With all the mentioned techniques, we have successfully found 309 Williamson
matrices of order 40. These lead to 309 new, pairwise inequivalent, Hadamard matrices
of order 160.

6 Performance Analysis of M ATH C HECK
For the two graph theoretic conjectures, we ran Formula 9 with d = 5 and Formula 13
with d = 6 until completion. Since both runs returned UNSAT, we conclude that both
conjectures hold for these dimensions, which improves upon known results for both
conjectures.
The experiments were performed on a 2.4 GHz 4-core Lenovo Thinkpad laptop with 8GB of RAM, running 64-bit Linux Mint 17. We used SAGE version 6.3
and G LUCOSE version 3.0. Formula 9 required 348,150 checks of the E XTENDS T O H AMILTONIAN predicate, thus learning an equal number of Hamiltonian cycles in the
process, and took just under 8 hours. Formula 13 required 86,612 checks of the A N TIPODAL M ONOCHROMATIC predicate (learning the same number of monochromatic
paths), requiring 1 hour 35 minutes of runtime. We note that for lower dimensional
cubes solving time was far less (< 20 seconds for either case study). Adding symmetry
breaking greatly reduced the solving time and number of CAS predicate checks: the
first case study required 1 hour and 5 minutes, and 2441 CAS predicate checks, while
the second took only 3 minutes and 122 predicate checks.
The approach we have described significantly dominates naïve brute-force approaches for both conjectures; learned clauses greatly reduce the search space and
cut the number of necessary CAS predicate checks. Given the data in Table 1 and
the number of calls to E XTENDS T O H AMILTONIAN for Q5 , a brute-force check of all
matchings (resp. forbidden matchings) of Q5 would require 39,649 (resp. 20) times
more checks of the predicate (i.e., that many more TSP calls) than our approach.
Similar comparisons can be made for the second case study.
Figure 6 depicts how much time is consumed by the SAT solver and CAS predicates
in both case studies, and Figure 7 indicates the same but with symmetry breaking
enabled. The lines denote the cumulative time, such that the right most point of each
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Fig. 6: Cumulative times spent in the SAT solver and CAS predicates during the
two graph theory case studies. SAT solver performance degrades during solving (as
indicated by the increasing slope of the line), due to the extra learned clauses and more
constrained search space.
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Fig. 7: Cumulative times spent in the SAT solver and CAS predicates during the two
graph theory case studies with symmetry breaking. Note the differing axes from Figure
6. Interestingly, solving time is now dominated by the last UNSAT call.

line is the total time consumed by the respective system component. The near-linear
lines for the CAS predicate calls indicate that each check consumed roughly the same
amount of time. SAT solving ultimately dominates the runtime in both case studies,
particularly due to later calls to the solver when many learned clauses have been
added by CAS predicates, and the search space is highly constrained. Interestingly, the
final UNSAT call to the SAT solver when symmetry breaking was enabled required
significantly more time than any other calls. We did not experience this behaviour in
the non-symmetry breaking experiments.
One of our motivations for this work was to allow complicated predicates to be
easily expressed, so it is worth commenting on the size of the actual predicates. Since
predicates were written using SAGE (which is built on top of Python), the pseudocode
written in Figure 4 matches almost exactly with the actual code, with small exceptions
such as computing the antipodal pairs in the second one. All other function calls
correspond to built-in functions of the CAS. Learn-functions were also short, requiring
less than 10 lines of code each.
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To compute the new Hadamards of order 160 we ran our generation script for 300
hours on a 3.3 GHz Intel Xeon CPU E5-2667 v2 processor under 64-bit Ubuntu Linux
14.04. We used M APLE for computing the possible sum-of-squares decompositions
and N UM P Y [66] for computing the power spectral densities. 171,910 total possible
compressions were computed, of which 139,761 were eliminated using UNSAT cores.
Of the remaining instances, 31,793 were found to be UNSAT and 356 were found to
be SAT; this process took a total of 26,193 seconds. The SAT solver used was a version
of M APLE SAT [43] modified to support the programmatic interface as described in
Section 3.4.
6.1 Analysis of Hypercube Case Studies with Existing SAT-based Approaches
We were interested in finding previously existing SAT-based tools capable of efficiently
solving and expressing the problems in our two graph theoretic case studies. Our criteria for selecting a tool were that both case studies could be succinctly expressed, and
solved for at least lower-dimensional cubes with reasonable efficiency. We excluded
standard SMT solvers from this evaluation due to poor support for higher-order logic.
Since we are dealing with finite cases, one could in theory compare against “bitblasting” approaches, akin to how Hamiltonian cycle constraints are expressed in SAT
solvers [64]. However, since our formula requires that no Hamiltonian cycle exists
through the matching, encoding techniques from [64], which check for the existence
of a Hamiltonian cycle, cannot be succinctly used to encode our formula.5 We discuss
other related tools in Section 8.
One such tool that met these criteria was A LLOY *, a relational finite model
finder for higher-order logic [45], which extends its first-order predecessor [36].
Alloy (for first-order logic) translates input to the constraint solver KODKOD [63],
which performs an efficient translation to SAT. A LLOY * extends this approach with a
CEGAR loop on top of KODKOD; abstraction avoids solving higher-order constraints
directly, and refinement ensures that models that do not satisfy the elided higher-order
constraints are avoided in future iterations of the CEGAR loop.
For our experiments, we used default options for A LLOY *, however we changed
the underlying SAT solver to G LUCOSE (which is generally considered faster than the
default solver S AT 4 J), to match our experiments, and increased maximum memory to
4GB, which was the maximum allowed by their user interface. We also increased the
maximum CEGAR loop iterations to 100,000, although this limit was never reached.
For encoding Hamiltonicity, we used the monadic second-order logic encoding from
[19, p. 247], with slight modifications due to A LLOY *’s concise syntax and for
performance improvements. For ensuring that a monochromatic path exists between
two antipodal vertices, we used a previously encoded connected constraint that is
5

In [64], the Hamiltonian cycle detection problem is reduced to SAT by encoding it as a permutation
problem, such that if a Hamiltonian cycle exists, then the permutation extracted from the model corresponds
to the cycle. In order to negate this existential check (as is needed by Formula 9), one must ensure that
all permutations of the vertices do not correspond to a Hamiltonian cycle. While this can be succinctly
expressed a quantified Boolean formula (QBF), a substantial number of universally quantified variables must
be introduced. Hamiltonian cycle detection can also be succinctly expressed in answer set programming
(ASP) [44], but similar search-space explosion problems still exist.
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Case Study
Matchings(3)
Matchings(4)
Matchings(5)
Antipodal(3)
Antipodal(4)
Antipodal(5)
Antipodal(6)

Translation (s)
1.583
N/A
N/A
0.511
4.201
92.627
N/A

Solving (s)
3.051
N/A
N/A
0.054
0.268
4.091
N/A

#Vars
8037
N/A
N/A
18366
203066
2221834
N/A

#Clauses
27370
N/A
N/A
65927
838251
10682619
N/A

M ATH C HECK Time (s)
0.160
0.961
28800.000
0.463
2.211
28.035
3900.000

Table 2: Translation and solving times for A LLOY * on the two graph theory case
studies (hypercube dimension indicated in parentheses). The number of variables
and clauses produced by A LLOY *’s translation to SAT are likely the reason for long
translation times. Times for M ATH C HECK indicate total time; translation times were
negligible compared to solving.
available with the A LLOY * implementation. We also made use of A LLOY *’s when
construct, which improves performance of the CEGAR loop on quantified implications.
All encodings are available at [70].
Table 2 displays the time taken by A LLOY * to translate its input to SAT and then
perform solving. Recall that solving may require many calls to the SAT solver due to
the CEGAR loop. We also included the total number of variables and clauses in the
initial translation to SAT. A LLOY * produces an error during the translation phase for
the Matching case study for d = 4, and the Antipodal case study for d = 6, presumably
due to memory constraints and the large CNF formulas generated. Interestingly,
running time is completely dominated by the translation for the Antipodal case study.
The long translation time is due to the large increase in problem size when converting
from relational first order logic to SAT, for these particular problems. In addition, their
approach does not take advantage of predicate-specific learning opportunities, such
as preventing any future matchings that are subsets of found cycles in the Matchings
case study.

7 Verification of Results
Given the mathematical nature of our results, it is important to have a high degree
of confidence in their correctness. This is especially true when trying to disprove a
statement. In the Hadamard case, we tried to find instances of Hadamard matrices for
order 40 in this paper. Once found, it is easy to verify their validity by independently
checking the properties in different computer algebra systems. However, if an UNSAT
is expected, as in the graph-theoretic problems we dealt with in this paper, one has
to rely on the correctness of the encodings, the theory and the tools that have been
used. Two main issues typically arise when verifying SAT-based analysis: 1) one
must ensure that input to the SAT solver is correct, i.e., the tool which generates the
DIMACS file correctly encodes the problem; 2) the computation of the SAT solver
is correct. Other SAT-based analyses of mathematical problems, such as the “SAT
attack” on the Erdős-discrepancy problem by Konev et al. [38] or the work of Heule et
al. [34] on solving the Boolean Pythagorean triples problem, mitigate these concerns
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in primarily two ways. First, in each of these works, the input DIMACS files could
be generated by a very small program, which could be checked manually. In both
cases, these generators were publicly released in order to be independently validated.
Second, SAT solver proofs were verified with off-the-shelf clausal proof verifiers, such
as DRUP- TRIM [33] or the more recent DRAT- TRIM [67].
Several issues arise when trying to take similar steps for our results. First, our tool
has grown to several thousands of lines of code, and relies on multiple other software
systems such as SAGE [59], G LUCOSE [3], and various Python libraries. As such,
manually verifying the correctness of such a system is a non-trivial task. In order to
strengthen the confidence in our results, we instead provide separate SAT generators
for our two graph theory case studies, independent from the rest of our tool’s codebase,
that are small enough to be manually checked (approximately 100 lines of Python
code each). Second, since clauses are periodically added to the solver via external
calls to the CAS, merely checking the proof produced by the final UNSAT call to the
SAT solver is insufficient. We must additionally ensure that clauses returned by the
CAS predicates adhere to their specifications, i.e., Formulas 8 and 12. We discuss
the independent checkers and certificates in more detail in the following sections. All
code is available in [70].

7.1 UNSAT Proof Certificates
When M ATH C HECK returns UNSAT, two types of proof certificates are produced.
The first is a DRUP- TRIM certificate [33] from the final [unsatisfiable] call to the SAT
solver. This is then checked with DRUP- TRIM to verify the correctness of the SAT
solver’s resolution proof; since this approach is commonly used we do not elaborate
further. The proof for our Matchings case study was 927 MB in size, and for the
Antipodal case study it was 1.4 GB (for the highest dimension cubes checked). In both
of our case studies, DRUP- TRIM verified the proofs produced by the SAT solver. We
also verified the results for lower dimensional cubes.
The second certificate is used to check the clauses produced by the CAS. The
certificate is a triple hM, P,Ci, where M is a bijection between graph components (i.e.,
vertices and edges) and DIMACS variables, P is a similar mapping from abstracted
CAS predicates and their corresponding DIMACS variables, and C is the set of learned
clauses produced by the CAS predicates. We additionally annotate which CAS predicate produced each clause. The purpose of this certificate is to verify that the learned
clauses produced by the CAS predicates adhere to their specification. This involves
creating specialized checkers for each predicate. For example, consider a certificate
hM, P,Ci produced by the Matchings case study. It may be useful to refer to Formula
8. For a given learned clause, we first ensure that all literals occur positively, and then
lift all DIMACS variables to their associated graph components/CAS predicates (e.g.,
the abstraction h of E XTENDS T O H AMILTONIAN) using M and P. We ensure that, for
example, h exists in the learned clause, and that all remaining variables correspond
to edges in the graph (as opposed to vertices). Finally, we check that the set of edges
not represented in the clause correspond to a Hamiltonian cycle of Qd . We repeat this
process for every learned clause produced during solving.
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7.2 Correctness of Specification
As discussed, ensuring the correctness of a large system is non-trivial, and testing
that the tool correctly encodes the problem to SAT may not be sufficient. For our
two graph theory case studies, we opted to create separate DIMACS generators that
are much more concise than M ATH C HECK’s code base (approximately 100 lines
of code each). These generators however only directly generate clauses related to
the SAT predicates, and rely upon the certificate produced by M ATH C HECK (which
is also checked) to add the clauses generated by the CAS predicates (e.g., clauses
associated with learned Hamiltonian cycles). One additional complication is that
since these learned clauses adhere to the mapping between graph components and
DIMACS used when M ATH C HECK solved the formula, we must use the same mapping
when generating DIMACS. We therefore ensure that the graph components used in
our generators correctly adhere to the mapping specified in the first field M of the
certificate, as discussed previously. Finally, before adding the learned clauses to the
DIMACS file, we check that they correspond to Formulas 8 and 12, using specialized
checkers as described previously. In both case studies, the generated SAT formulas
were unsatisfiable, as expected. We again verified these results with DRUP- TRIM.

7.3 Verification of Discovered Hadamard Matrices
The generator produces SAT instances for each partition of the search space with
respect to the possible compressions of fixed length sequences, as introduced in section
5.3. When a solver can find a solution to one of these instances, it produces a certificate
in form of the encoded first lines of the found circulant matrices A, B, C and D in
the Williamson construction. A custom program then translates these certificates
into a Hadamard matrix using Theorem 1. The same program verifies the pairwise
orthogonality of the rows of the produced matrix. As an independent verification, we
used the computer algebra system M AGMA, which has a mechanism implemented to
check if a matrix is in fact a Hadamard matrix.
The independent check if the found matrices are coming from different equivalence
classes (cf. section 2.2) is also performed using the equivalence testing functionality
in M AGMA.
All these separate checks contribute to our confidence that our construction methods are correct. However, besides our independent code review and testing practices,
the generator script and specifically its CAS interface has not been formally verified.
This will be subject of future work.

7.4 Further Threats to Correctness
While we strive to ensure correctness of as much of our tool as possible, since it
has not been formally verified, we do make some assumptions regarding correctness.
Specifically, we do not check that communication between the SAT solver and CAS
is correct, in the sense that the mapping between graph components and DIMACS
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variables remains constant. Second, we base our checks on the assumption that the
human-derived proofs from Section 4 are correct. Ideally, these proofs would be
verified with a theorem prover such as C OQ [61] or I SABELLE [48]. Nonetheless, we
believe that our current approach gives a high-degree of confidence in the correctness
of our results.

8 Related Work
As already noted, our approach of combining a CAS system within the inner-loop
of a SAT solver most closely resembles and is inspired by DPLL(T) [47]. There are
also similarities with the idea of programmatic SAT solver LYNX [26], which is an
instance-specific version of DPLL(T). Also, our tool M ATH C HECK is inspired by the
recent SAT-based results on the Erdős discrepancy conjecture [38]. Other works [18,
27,58] have extended solvers to handle graph constraints, as discussed in Section 1,
by either creating solvers for specific graph predicates [27,58], or by defining a core
set of constraints with which to build complex predicates [18]. Our approach contains
positive aspects from both: state-of-the-art algorithms from the CAS can be used to
define new predicates easily, and the methodology is general, in that new predicates can
be defined using the CAS. A recent solver called M ONO SAT is capable of efficiently
solving problems involving monotonic theories [5]; in particular it supports many
graph properties such as shortest path, connectedness, minimum spanning tree, etc. An
efficient encoding for the edge-antipodal colorings conjecture may be possible using
their approach, however the Ruskey-Savage conjecture violates the monotonic theory
requirement. A LLOY * [45] is capable of solving many bounded higher-order relational
logic specifications, and can therefore support the types of problems addressed in our
case studies. We showed in Section 6.1 that the encodings of the two graph theory case
studies do not seem to scale in A LLOY *, partly due to the time needed to translate the
problem to the large SAT formulas generated during solving.
Several tools have combined a CAS with SMT solvers for various purposes,
mainly focusing on the non-linear arithmetic algorithms provided by many CAS’s. For
example, the VERI T SMT solver [9] also uses functionality of the REDUCE CAS6 for
non-linear arithmetic support. Our work is more in the spirit of DPLL(T), rather than
modifying the decision procedure for a single theory.
Symmetry breaking has been a widely studied topic in the context of SAT [54, 6,
1], constraint solving [28, 29,63], and more recently SMT [16,2]. Symmetry breaking approaches are either static – constraints are added before solving to prevent
isomorphic models, as in [63], or dynamic – symmetries are detected during search
and appropriate clauses are added, as in [29, 6]. Our approach is most inspired by
[6] – rather than learning a single learned clause from an unsatisfied CAS predicate,
many are learned that correspond to graphs isomorphic to the one found (e.g., the
Hamiltonian cycle).
6

http://www.reduce-algebra.com/index.htm
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9 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we present M ATH C HECK, a combination of a CAS in the inner-loop of a
conflict-driven clause-learning SAT solver, and we show that this combination allows
for highly expressive predicates that are otherwise non-trivial/infeasible to encode as
purely Boolean formulas. Our approach combines the well-known domain-specific
abilities of CAS with the search capabilities of SAT solvers thus enabling us to both
construct Hadamard matrices of high orders and finitely verify two long-standing open
mathematical conjectures over hypercubes up to to particular dimension, not feasible
by either kind of tool alone. We further discussed how our system greatly dominates
naïve brute-force search techniques for the case studies. Known symmetry breaking
techniques further drastically reduced solving times. We stress that the approach is not
limited to the domain of combinatorics. In fact, the ideas behind M ATH C HECK can
be applied to any conjecture, which can be potentially disproved by finding an object
in a finite domain. We intend to extend our work to other branches of mathematics
supported by CAS’s, such as number theory. Another direction we plan to investigate
is integration with a proof-producing SMT solver, such as VERI T. In addition to taking
advantage of the extra power of an SMT solver, the integration with VERI T will allow
us to more easily produce proof certificates.
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